
Greenwood, Carol

From: Gibson, Kathy -
Sent: Sunday, June 20, 2010 5:16 PM
To: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: Re: SOARCA slides

Jimi let everyone put together their own slides, no one would accept comments, and time ran
out to coordinate them. I will try to get in early tomorrow to resolve it.

----- Original Message-
From: Uhle, Jennifer
To: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Sun Jun 20 01:25:31 2010
Subject: Re- SOARCA slides

I am confused about which cases we ran. This should have been settled long ago but then I
also asked AJ and Jason to make sure they had consensus. AJ keeps saying no MELCOR runs were
done for some cases that charlie showed me source term results for. How can this still be so
messed up? At this point I have no idea what is going on and where the team disagrees on
slides and where they agree. I think we should just tell Jimi to fix it and like you said
just send him one set. I will do that tomorrow but who knows what the heck is going on. J

Original Message
From: Gibson, Kathy
To: Uhle, Jennifer
Sent: Sun Jun 20 01:14:14 2010
Subject: SOARCA slides

I looked at the slides. I thought I'd send you my comments, then you could revise or add and
send one consolidated set to Jimi and 3on.

In general we have way too many slides and may not even get to Jocelyn. We will have to tell
the speakers to stay on track and have Jimi keep track of the time. Or we can remove slides,
but I'm afraid that would get the speakers upset.

In Charlie's first slide, 'excessively' conservative should be changed to 'generally'
conservative' to be more accurate and to be consistent with the language in the communication
plan.

In Mitigating Measures and in Jason's slides there is no summary or concluding slide.

On page 7 of Randy's EP slides the last line doesn't seem complete; LCF dominated by long
term ????? exposure?

See you Monday!


